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 As I write these final words in pre-doctor state, it’s hard not to reflect on the past decade as an 
American expat living in three European countries. One thing for sure has changed – my writing. 
Dick Janssen ‘de-puffed’ it for more direct messages here. Partially shedding my American script 
was hard, but compliments equating my writing to Beethoven and Rococco furniture helped. More 
importantly, I’m grateful for the opportunity to experience diverse fields related to enzyme discovery 
and engineering: bioinformatics, microbiology, and genomics. The exposure to many conferences and 
collaborations were a true joy in getting to know others in the field. Thanks, Dick, for enabling such a 
great experience and for the flexibility and understanding you’ve shown during my tough times! 
 I extend special thanks to the reading committee: Dirk-Jan (Dick) van Elsas, Juergen Pleiss, and 
Gert-Jan Euverink. As I write this, I look forward to your evaluation and thanks for your time! Dick, 
thanks for a stellar job on spear-heading the Metaexplore project. It was a fantastic experience and 
played a huge role in my understanding of metagenomics-based enzyme discovery. The collaboration 
with Bielefeld University during this project was invaluable. Specifically, Andreas Schlueter and Daniel 
Wibberg, thanks for your committed support as I analyzed and reported on the genome sequencing 
results in Chapter 2. Thanks to all the collaborating members of the MicroB3 project as well – one 
of the best experiences I could have learning about the global impact of sequencing and automated 
genome annotation. Christiaan Postema, thanks for your invaluable help to collect loads of data in 
Chapter 6. You did a stellar job and should be proud of your perfected thoroughness as a scientist. 
To my prior students, Wenjun (‘Wen’) Wang and Thomas Meijer, it was a true pleasure to guide you 
on projects for Chapters 2 and 6. Thomas, you showed true grit in getting things done and asking 
questions when I couldn’t be there. Wen, you’re a hard worker with the very inquisitive nature needed 
to excel in scientific research. It was a real pleasure getting to know you and I wish you all the best with 
your new family and life in Leiden! 
 Other scientists and friends influencing my development as a protein scientist are Peter Lindner 
(University of Zurich) and Tom Magliery (Ohio State University). Tom, thanks for giving me the first 
opportunity in protein engineering. I learned a lot in your lab, but grasping the ‘big picture’ in any 
research project is the biggest take-home message. And, your tact for presentations and writing was 
a true inspiration. Peter, you inspired me to fully assess the ‘why’ of every experiment. Your modesty 
and smarts surely have propelled the ‘behind-the-scenes’ success of the Plueckthun lab in many ways. 
Thanks for being there in good and bad times. You can always count on me for the same.
 For all other colleagues that I met along the way, thanks so much for the unforgettable moments. 
Specifically, the Roelfes crew in my lab were a joy to work with. Manu and Ana Rioz, I’m forever 
indebted to your ingenious masterplan for Raquel and I – true visionaries you are! Hanna Dudek, 
your unforgettable defense and genuine hospitality played a major part, so thanks and I wish you all 
the best, you deserve it! The entire Fraaije/Janssen powerhouse both past and present provided an 
amazing experience inside and outside the lab! I enjoyed exploring my performing arts self, and also 
witnessing some talented performing artists in action (Willem Dijkman cranking out “Zombie” on 
the guitar many times; Marzena’s head-banging). To my paranymphs, Nikola Lonçar and Max Fürst, 
you are so because of the solid gents and friends you’ve become. ‘Guys night out’ was an enriching 
event always. Seriously, I enjoyed our talks and social sagas. Priceless. Hugo van Beek, I doubted your 
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dancing at first, but I’m glad to have ‘engineered’ that development. Great job and all the best in your 
future! Willem, you rock. It all started from our first meeting in Brussels umpteen years ago. You’re 
an amazing scientist, entertainer, and human… never forget it. Keep that cool chic of yours named 
Marjolein;) Sebastian Bartsch, it was a pleasure working with you on the PAM projects (Chapters 
3–5), from which I learned a lot. Your enthusiasm and guidance were invaluable. Marcelo Masman, 
thanks for collaborating in your ‘free-time’ to spruce up Chapter 5, for your guidance and work in 
Chapter 6, and for being a fitness freak. Sébastien Perdriau and Claudia Poloni, you are the coolest 
couple I know and great friends. I enjoyed your recent visit and look forward to many more. Thanks 
for carving out vacation time to assist in our thesis preparation! Douwe Sjirk, you rock—thanks for 
your kind gesture by translating for the Samenvatting. A true gentleman and friend! All the best with 
your doctoral research and hope to see you in Calafell soon!
 Marci and Jared Heberling, thanks for being the coolest sibs in the world and for your support 
nearly my entire life! Now that my academic pursuits are checked-off, I look forward to seeing more 
of you in the near future, despite the big pond between us. Let us keep the memories of Dad alive and 
make more unforgettable memories ahead. Looking forward to it! Mom and Dan Yochheim, what 
can I say? Thanks for all of your love and support through the thick and thin. Your mutual respect 
and love for each other is obvious and true. Thanks for giving us children the same. Grandma and 
Grandpa Heberling, among heaps of other things I am grateful to you both for, thanks for cultivating 
my innate will to travel! Sorry you couldn’t make it on this special day, but believe me when I say you 
are both in my heart, no matter where I am or what I’m doing. You have helped open so many doors 
for the whole family and your enduring love for each other and the entire family is simply amazing. 
 Kamil Tamiola, thanks for spicing up the things in the office and great talks about photography 
and proteins. One lesson in my life has become apparent: you are only limited by what you believe you 
are and can be. Some people never really reach their full potential in life, personally or professionally, 
or are truly happy because of the environment they live in. I am truly happy and feel limitless as we 
build Peptone from scratch. You’re one of those rare individuals who brings out the best in others 
with honest, genuine optimism and vision. I look forward to an amazing ride as we scale globally! 
Andrea Pagani, thanks for your amazing help during tough times and all the nightlife exploration of 
Groningen – unforgettable!
 Dad (Michael Martin Heberling, 1952-2014), although you’re not here on this planet, thanks for 
all the inspiration I’ve serendipitously gathered from our summer walks of deep talks about the stars 
during my youth along the railroad tracks in Wellington, Ohio. These walks invigorated the inner 
scientist in me way before I realized it. Although I started off as an accountant, I corrected my path in 
pursuit of happiness by becoming a scientist. I regret nothing. Life is about building resilience from 
mistakes. Thanks for shaping my vision and confidence as my unofficial coach in running. Records 
were broken and the unthinkable was achieved because of your inspiration and support. Thanks for 
taking me for my first run in basketball shoes at 10 years old, for teaching mental toughness, for 
watching the National Geographic and Discovery channels a lot, for helping me move to my college 
dorm, for dropping me off at the airport during a snow storm in 2001 to kick-start a 6-month journey 
across Australia that would forever change my life, for driving across the country to pick me up in San 
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Francisco, Seattle, and New York City as I ended my stays there, for never doubting my career change, 
for your genuine interest in others despite your health condition, and for touching the lives of others 
as you did mine. Some say I have a gift to inspire, you surely played a role in this. Serendipitously, 
as you taught me to appreciate the stars and ponder on ‘what is out there’ as a young boy, I now find 
myself appreciating them for another reason: pattern recognition. Just as Cecelia Payne discovered 
patterns in the spectral characteristics of stars to unravel their elemental compositions, I now find 
myself unravelling patterns in protein features to improve their function and discover new proteins. 
Thanks, Dad, for encouraging me to look up at the sky and to be limited by nothing, not even the sky.
 Raquel Travieso Puente, you are the rare star in the sky I was looking for and didn’t know it until 
H. Dudek invited me to her luscious dinner party. Thanks for always being there in the only honest, 
sweet way that you know. Your impressive family and clan of friends speak wonders to the woman 
you’ve become. Thanks for your invaluable understanding and support for the past two years as I 
discovered my next path in life. It is the unbeaten path, yet again, and I look forward to inspire our 
children just as I have been inspired by you and my father. I love you dearly. Guillermina Puente 
Alvarez, you did an amazing job! Guillermina Puente Alvarez, hiciste un trabajo increíble!
 Lastly, but surely the most inspiring, Hesam Arabnejad. Hesam, you are in my thoughts as you 
recover from paralysis. The mental strength and optimism you’ve shown leaves no doubts of what lies 
ahead for you – success and happiness. I cannot even begin to imagine what you’re going through, 
all I have to go on is the perception from visits. You are a genuinely strong and empathetic person 
and so much more. Any inspiration I can offer the world is peanuts compared to yours. Keep up the 
optimism and I look forward to our next visit!
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